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Abstract. Spin foam vertex amplitudes are the key ingredient of spin foam models for
quantum gravity. These fall into the realm of discretized path integral, and can be seen
as generalized lattice gauge theories. They can be seen as an attempt at a 4-dimensional
generalization of the Ponzano–Regge model for 3d quantum gravity. We motivate and review
the construction of the vertex amplitudes of recent spin foam models, giving two different
and complementary perspectives of this construction. The first proceeds by extracting
geometric configurations from a topological theory of the BF type, and can be seen to be in
the tradition of the work of Barrett, Crane, Freidel and Krasnov. The second keeps closer
contact to the structure of Loop Quantum Gravity and tries to identify an appropriate set
of constraints to define a Lorentz-invariant interaction of its quanta of space. This approach
is in the tradition of the work of Smolin, Markopoulous, Engle, Pereira, Rovelli and Livine.
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Introduction

A quantum theory of gravity is expected to provide a definition of the Feynman integral over
gravitational degrees of freedom (d.o.f.), weighted with the exponential of the gravity action,
Z
i
(1)
Z=
e ~ SGravity .
Gravitational d.o.f.

The spin foam approach [4,63,95,97] is among those approaches that attempt to do so by first
substituting the formal expression above by a definite integral over a finite number of degrees
of freedom. As opposed to approaches like (causal) dynamical triangulations [1, 2], or quantum
Regge calculus [99, 105], the discretized models are not arrived at by a direct discretisation of
second order gravity1 . Instead first order formulations of gravity more closely related to gauge
theory, in particular those related closely to classical BF theory, are used. It can be seen as an
attempt at lattice gauge gravity. We will briefly review these constructions in Section 2.
This has various advantages. For one, it is possible to make contact with the Hilbert space
of Loop Quantum Gravity [3, 100, 104], which is also based on gauge theoretic formulations of
general relativity. This means that the geometric degrees of freedom are genuinely quantum
mechanical objects here. Furthermore one can exploit gauge theoretic topological quantum field
theories (TQFTs) in the construction of the discretised theory. The most pertinent is quantum
SU(2) BF theory which is reviewed in Section 3. There we also recall how the geometric degrees
?
This paper is a contribution to the Special Issue “Loop Quantum Gravity and Cosmology”. The full collection
is available at http://www.emis.de/journals/SIGMA/LQGC.html
1
Though a derivation along these lines might be possible, if in a somewhat ad hoc way, see [13].
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of freedom are contained in the BF degrees of freedom. Quantum deformed TQFTs can also
serve as a starting point [61, 69].
These TQFTs are defined on a discrete structure, namely a 2-complex (or a branched surface,
made of faces, edges and vertices) embedded in the manifold. This mirrors the situation in
lattice gauge theory, where a regular lattice with 2-dimensional plaquettes fills spacetime. The
topological nature of the TQFTs can be seen in the fact that they are independent of this
discrete structure. While these are not well defined at the level of the partition function, and
can possibly not be regularized just on a 2-complex [14, 32–35, 35], see [6] though, this has no
bearing on the construction of the vertex amplitude itself.
The geometric interpretation of BF theory is most apparent in a dual picture. There the
action is not primarily discretized on the plaquettes of the discrete structure, as in ordinary
lattice gauge theory, but is instead localized to the vertices2 .
This is the origin of the term vertex amplitude in the title of this paper. These vertex amplitudes depend on group representation theoretic data labeling the edges and faces neighbouring
the vertex. These have a clear geometric meaning if the 2-complex is dual to a triangulation ∆
in a sense explained in Section 3. In particular we have representations jf on the faces of the
2-complex and a basis of intertwiners on the edges. They are denoted ιe ∈ Inv(jf ⊗ jf 0 · · · ) and
live in the invariant subspace of the tensor product of the representations jf labeling the faces
that have e in its boundary. The vertex amplitude is then given by

Av = ⊗ ι e ,
where {} denotes the natural contraction of all intertwiners ιe sharing a face, using invariant
inner products on the representation spaces jf . Details of this construction are given in Section 3.
A discretisation of (1) is obtained by restricting the variables of the TQFT on the discrete
structure to the geometric ones contained in the theory already. This breaks independence from
the discrete structure. Heuristically we want to think of this discrete theory as a path integral
where only a discrete subset of the gravitation degrees of freedom are switched on. We will show
in Section 4 how this can be achieved. Remarkably, this can be done while also keeping the
relationship with the Loop Quantum Gravity state space by respecting the group representation
theoretic nature of the quantum BF degrees of freedom. The restriction of degrees of freedom
for that case can be formulated by writing

Av = ⊗ Iγ (ie ) ,
where Iγ (ie ) now is a map that parametrises a subspace of the Spin(4) or SL(2, C) BF degrees
of freedom, that is, the intertwiner spaces, in terms of SU(2) intertwiners. This subspace is then
intended to be the subspace of geometric degrees of freedom in the BF theory.
These restrictions to geometric degrees of freedom can be done by identifying the geometric
content of the intertwiner spaces directly [18, 19, 62, 95] or by attempting to discretize and
quantize a set of so called simplicity constraints C(B) = 0 on the B-field that reduce classical
BF theory to a theory containing General Relativity (GR). Several different sets of constraints
along these lines are known, and these lead to the slightly different models of Freidel and
Krasnov [62, 84], Engle, Pereira, Livine and Rovelli [55, 57–60], Dupuis and Livine [49–52] and
Baratin and Oriti [15–17]. This leads to the interpretation of the vertex amplitude as a functional
integral for a BF theory, with constrained B-fields on the 2-skeleton ∆2 of the triangulation ∆,
Z
Av =
DBDωeiSBF [B,ω] .
C(B)=0 on ∆2
2

For other ways to formulate these models, we refer the reader to [12, 89, 92] for other examples.
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The construction outlined in Sections 3 and 4 follows the first option, and directly identifies
the geometric content of the intertwiner spaces. It relies on the specific form of the 2-complex, as
various geometricity results fail for arbitrary complexes. In order to have a complete matching
with the Loop Quantum Gravity Hilbert space such a restriction on the combinatorial data
needs to be lifted.
This can be done, taking as inputs the constraint formulation of geometricity, and is demonstrated in Section 5. There a set of principles are given in which one can understand the spin
foam amplitude in a more general setting than the simplicial one. However, in this generalisation
the geometricity results underlying the preceding constructions are lost.
We conclude by discussing the trade offs between various constructions and several open
issues in Section 6.
Note that we do not attempt a historic overview of the developments, but rather try to
present somewhat novel perspectives on the construction and motivation of the currently most
analyzed models. In particular we will omit the Barrett–Crane model, as we merely aim to
reflect the activities and results of the last roughly five years. For a very complete overview of
the entire field we refer the interested reader to the excellent recent review [92].

2

Classical preliminaries

Spin foam models are motivated from the classical form of Euclidean and Lorentzian general
relativity written in terms of gauge theoretic variables. We will very briefly review the relevant
theories here. The fundamental fields will be an R4 valued 1-form eI , a skew-symmetric R4 × R4
valued 2-form B IJ and an SO(4) or SO↑ (3, 1) connection ω IJ , where I, J = 0, . . . , 3. Indices
are raised and lowered using the Euclidean or Minkowskian metric on R4 , thus, if it is nondegenerate, eI ⊗ eI is a Euclidean or Lorentzian metric on our manifold. The action of gravity
can be written in terms of the fields e and ω as3
Z
Z
1
1
I
J
KL
SGR [e, ω] =
IJKL e ∧ e ∧ F (ω) +
eI ∧ eJ ∧ F IJ (ω).
(2)
2
γ
This is the Einstein–Cartan
action for general relativity, supplemented with the Holst term [72].
R
This additional term γ1 eI ∧eJ ∧F IJ (ω), does not contribute to the classical equations of motion
but changes the quantum theory. The coupling parameter γ, called the Immirzi parameter, thus
gives a one parameter family of quantization ambiguities.
Using B IJ and ω IJ we can write an action for a theory aptly named BF theory [73]
Z
SBF [B, ω] =
BIJ ∧ F (ω)IJ .
(3)
M

The equations of motion for BF theory are much stronger than those of GR. Stationarity of the
action with respect to the B-field, imposes that the classical solution have connection ω that is
locally flat
F (ω) = 0.
As a result, the theory has no local degrees of freedom. On the other hand, if the B-field is
constrained to be of the form
1
1
B IJ = IJ KL eK ∧ eL + eI ∧ eJ ,
2
γ

(4)

local degrees of freedom are allowed, and the dynamics reduces to the one of general relativity.
3

In the following, we work in units 16πG = 1, c = 1, ~ = 1.
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This observation gives rise to the so-called Plebański formulation of general relativity
Z
BIJ ∧ F (ω)IJ + λC(B),
SCJDM =
M

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier and C(B) refers to a set of constraints that forces B to be of
the form (4). The constraints C(B) are usually called the simplicity constraints in the context
of spin foams.
This action was first considered by Capovilla, Jacobson, Dell and Mason in [39, 40], and is
based on the self-dual decomposition of the B-field going back to Plebański’s work [93], see [79]
for a modern introduction. Another method of constraining the theory appropriately is given
in [96]. It should be noted that both [40] and [96] point out that the chosen constraints do not
completely reduce the theory to gravity, but that a number of pathological solutions remain.
For further details on the relationship between BF theory and gravity see also the review [68]
in the same special issue.

3

Quantum BF theory

The underlying structure, and prototypical example of all new vertex constructions [49–52, 55,
57–62,76] is the vertex amplitude of a lattice quantization of BF theory. This lattice quantization
was first described in arbitrary dimensions by Ooguri in [90]. In three dimensions it is the well
known Ponzano–Regge state sum model [23, 94]. Heuristically the idea is to integrate out the
B-field. It then acts as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the flatness of the connection. The path
integral then reduces to an integral over flat connections.
This integral is implemented in a discretized fashion by integrating connections along the
edges of the dual of a triangulation of the manifold, that is, we associate a group element ge
to every such edge. Flatness is then implemented by enforcing the oriented product of group
elements around each face, Hf ({ge }f ) = ge±1 · · · ge±1
0 , of the dual triangulation to be the identity.
Implementing this condition with delta function we obtain an integral over the moduli space
of flat connections. Up to problems of regularisation4 this is independent of the triangulation
chosen, and thus captures the continuum path integral completely:

!
Z Y
Y
Zσ =
dge  Hf ({ge }f ) .
e

f

The delta functions implementing the flatness can be developed into characters, and the group
integrations performed exactly. The result is a labeling of the faces of the dual triangulation by
irreducible representations, and of the dual edges by intertwiners between these representations.
The intertwiners are then contracted at the vertices.
More precisely we can consider combinatorial 2-complexes, σ = {f, e, v} consisting of a collection of elements called faces f , edges e, and vertices v, together with boundary relations that
associate an ordered set of dual edges to the boundary of a dual face, ∂f = {e1 , e2 , e3 , . . .},
and an ordered couple of vertices to the boundary of an edge, ∂e = {v1 , v2 }. Moreover, we
say that an edge belongs to a vertex, e ∈ v, if v ⊂ ∂e. A spin foam configuration consists in
an assignment of a spin jf to each face of the 2-complex, and an intertwiner ιe between the
representations jf with e ∈ f to each edge. The full state sum is then given by
XY
Y
Zσ =
(2jf + 1)
⊗ ιe ,
jf ,ιe f ⊂σ
4

v⊂σ

e∈v

Note that these are not well understood in general, and it is actually challenging to make this formulation
precise. See [32–35].
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Figure 1. Vertex amplitude combinatorics. The dashed lines indicate the edges of the 2-complex,
meeting at a vertex in the center, and carrying an intertwiner ιe . Every triangle formed from a solid line
and two dashed line lies in a face of the 2-complex and caries a representation jf . The solid lines on
their own indicate the pattern of contraction among the intertwiners as given in equation (5), defining
the vertex amplitude Av .

where, as mentioned in the introduction, { } denotes the contraction of indices belonging to
the same face. In order to define the contraction using hermitian inner products an ordering is
needed, this can be taken from the orientation of the face. Alternatively a graded antisymmetric
bilinear inner product can be used for which the ordering merely contributes an overall sign
factor.
Consider now again the case of a 2-complex dual to a triangulation. As the intertwiners
live on dual edges, they are associated to (n − 1)-simplices in the triangulation. Contractions
happen along the faces of the dual triangulation and thus correspond to an (n − 2)-simplex. The
pattern of contraction is the dual of the surface of an n-simplex, which is again an n-simplex.
As mentioned in the introduction, the term vertex in vertex amplitude, refers to the dual to the
triangulation, at the level of the triangulation it is the amplitude associated to the n-simplices.
In four dimensions we have explicitly
Av (ι) =



(12)(13)(14)(15) (12)(23)(24)(25) (13)(23)(34)(35) (14)(24)(34)(45) (15)(25)(35)(45)
ι2
ι3
ι4
ι5
.

⊗ ιe = ι 1

e∈v

(5)

Here (12) indicates an index associated to the face between the edges 1 and 2. The pattern of
contractions being the same as in Fig. 1.

4

Spin foams from BF theory with geometricity conditions

Let us now specify to a 4-dimensional SU(2) BF theory. Our strategy will be to identify the
geometric asymptotics of this amplitude in order to understand how to identify the geometric
subsector of the theory. This will of course only give a semiclassical criterium for the reduction of
the BF amplitudes to geometric ones, and we will indeed see different quantum mechanical constructions satisfying it, including the representation theoretic one of Engle, Pereira, Rovelli and
Livine, and the holomorphic one of Dupuis and Livine, as well as the one based on quantisation
of the B-field by Baratin and Oriti. We will give the resulting amplitude in Section 4.3.
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Here we will take the vertex amplitude (5) as our starting point. The intertwiners contracted
there are dual to tetrahedra. To bring out the geometry in the construction it will be convenient
to write the intertwiners in a coherent state basis, that is, in terms of states that are the eigenvectors of hermitian su(2) generators (see Appendix A). Let n · L be the generator of rotations
around the axis n, then we call |nij its heighest weight eigenvectors in the j representation
n · L|nij = j|nij .
We then obtain the coherent intertwiners of [83]
Z
ι1 (n) =
dg g|n12 ij12 ⊗ g|n13 ij13 ⊗ g|n14 ij14 ⊗ g|n15 ij15 .

(6)

SU(2)

These are specified by the vectors n up to an overall phase only. This, however, cancels in
the complete state sum and will not play a role in what is to follow.
Similarly for the other intertwiners, where now, taking a, b ∈ 1, . . . , 5, we have nab 6= nab , but
jab = jba . The vertex amplitude then takes the form
Y
YZ
h−nab |ga−1 gb |nba ijab .
dgc
A(j, n) = ±
c

SU(2)

a<b

Here the minus sign in front of nab occurs because we use the epsilon inner product for
contraction. This is bilinear but graded anti-symmetric. Thus the orientation of edges influences
the amplitude only through a sign, which we will disregard here.
Each vector and spin label is associated to a (n − 2)-simplex, that is, a triangle ∆ab . It is
natural to associate the jn with the bivector field B of the continuum action, which is always
an (n − 2)-form that can naturally be integrated against the (oriented) (n − 2)-simplices. This is
borne out by the asymptotic geometry of the amplitude. Scaling the spin labels to λj the leading
order behaviour of the amplitude in inverse powers of λ is polynomial rather than exponentially
suppressed if there exist rotations ga such that
bab = jab ga nab
satisfy
bab = −bba

(7)

and
X

bab = 0.

(8)

b: b6=a

Now it is easy to see (Section 2.2.1 in [22], or Lemma 4.2.1 in [70]) that these configurations correspond to simplexwise constant su(2)-valued bivector fields. Schematically the correspondence
is given by setting
Z
bab =
B.
∆ab

Thus we see that, doubling the group to SU(2) × SU(2) 3 SO(4), the intertwiners are the
natural place to attempt to introduce the restriction to a geometric sector in the theory. Note
however that whereas the BF theory captures the whole of the dynamics of the continuum theory
on the lattice, this will no longer be the case here, as the restrictions are only implemented on
the 3-dimensional hypersurfaces of the lattice, which is thus no longer fiducial. The interior of
the 4-simplices continues not be described by BF. Thus the 3-dimensional hypersurfaces are now
singled out and become visible, the independence from the lattice is broken.
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Euclidean theory

Among the simplexwise constant su(2) valued B-fields the geometric ones are distinguished by
the following result (e.g. from Theorem 4.2.5 in [70]):
Lemma 4.1 (geometric B-fields). If and only if ñab = jab nab are the area normals of the
tetrahedra in the boundary of a non-degenerate, geometric Euclidean 4-simplex, are there two
inequivalent solutions b+ and b− to the critical point equations (7) and (8).
The appearance of a second solution can be understood from Hodge duality. The space of
bivectors in R4 is six-dimensional and can be identified with the generators of four-dimensional
rotations, that is, with so(4). As so(4) is su(2) × su(2) the space of bivectors decomposes into
a left and right part. That is, we can choose generators L± that satisfy
1
(1 ± ∗)L± = L± ,
2
and
1
(1 ∓ ∗)L± = 0.
2
Together the left and the right part then form the bivectors of the geometric 4-simplex in
question, that is
b+ · L+ + b− · L− = ∗(e ∧ e)∆ .

(9)

The subscript ∆ here means that the constant two form e ∧ e is integrated over the triangle
to give a Lie algebra element, that is, with appropriate orientations and e1 and e2 being two
edge vectors of the triangle ∆ we have
[I K]

(e ∧ e)IK
∆ = e1 e2 .
The left and right part individually code the 3-dimensional boundary geometry. To see this
note that for a tetrahedron in the 4-simplex that is orthogonal to the north pole we can define
1
1
L
±(0, ñ)J = (1, 0, 0, 0)I [(1 ± ∗)(e ∧ e)∆ ]IJ = ± 0JKL eK
1 e2 .
2
2
Geometrically ñ is the area normal to the tetrahedron in R3 . As these code the tetrahedral
geometry, the full boundary geometry is contained in each sector of the theory. As the Hodge
operator is invariant under rotations, so is the split into left and right sector. Thus if the face is
not orthogonal to the north pole we can rotate it there and read of the three-dimensional data
in the same way. As SO(4) acts on the left and right separately, it follows that the geometry
defined by these outward area normals is indeed the geometry of the surface of the 4-simplex.
On the other hand the bivectors satisfy closure (8) and orientation (7), and as these are linear
equations, they do so in the left and right sector independently. Thus we see that if we have data
that corresponds to a geometric boundary, we immediately obtain two solutions from the left
and right sector of the bivectors of the geometric 4-simplex. It can also be shown by considering
the area normals, that these need to be two genuinely independent solutions. This demonstrates
that in the geometric sector we have indeed two solutions. The reverse implication is somewhat
harder to demonstrate, and we refer the reader to the literature [20, 22, 70].
In order to add a geometric sector above the B-field configurations we can use a simple trick.
Doubling the group to Spin(4) = SU(2) × SU(2) we have two sets of data j ± and n± . Then
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picking j + = j − and n+ = n− simply means for generic configurations we obtain one solution
to the critical point equations
b±
ab = jab ga nab .
However, in the geometric sector we have two solutions of the underlying theory which we
denote b1/2 . That means there are four solutions to the critical point equations





(b+ , b− ) ∈ b1 , b1 , b1 , b2 , b2 , b1 , b2 , b2 .
The diagonal terms mirror the SU(2) BF solutions, thus, after doubling and identifying we
retain the full SU(2) BF theory. However, in addition we have gained two more asymptotic
solutions corresponding to a full geometric bivector (9). Thus we have added a geometric sector
to the theory.
The construction by identifying the left and the right part of a Spin(4) BF theory was first
suggested in the quantum context in [84] and [62]. The classical idea goes back to [96]. This is,
however, not the only way of implementing a geometric sector. For this it is sufficient to map the
su(2) data specifying the boundary geometry to su(2) × su(2) in such a way that the asymptotic
geometry is preserved, that is, such that the left and right sector agree on the geometry induced
on the boundary. Furthermore the underlying mechanism is not affected by choosing to identify
the left and the right sector through j + = cj − for some fixed c and/or n+ = −n− , which provides
us with a large variety of models. These choices have a correspondence in the continuum theory
1+γ
in the Holst action where we have B = (∗ + γ)(e ∧ e), with c = cγ = |1−γ|
.
One of the aims of the construction in [57,59,60,91] was to have a pure SU(2) boundary state
space. That is, the doubling and the reduction of the theory should not change the boundary
Hilbert space away from the SU(2) BF one, as the SU(2) BF Hilbert space coincides with the
loop quantum gravity one. This can be achieved by choosing a more general map from su(2) to
su(2)×su(2) that doesn’t just map the coherent state data, but the actual representation spaces.
The idea is to introduce a representation k such that j ± = |1±γ|
2 k, and map the k representation
space to the lowest or highest weight subspace, which is just this k, in
1
(|1−γ|+|1+γ|)k
2

V (j + ) ⊗ V (j − ) =

M

V (k 0 ),

1
(|1−γ|−|1+γ|)k
2

by the natural inclusion map. For γ < 1 this leads to the same construction as the direct
identification of coherent state data outlined in the preceding paragraph, whereas for γ > 1 we
incur additional integrations
YZ
O
−
+
+
−
−
IEPRL (|n1b ik1b ) =
dm+
dm
hm
|n
i
h−m
|m
i
|m+
−
1b
k
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b j
1b ij + ⊗ |m1b ij − .
2
2
b6=1 S ×S

ab

ab

ab

b6=1

These maps retain the asymptotic geometry required to give a geometric sector in the state
sum, but now also have a straightforward definition in terms of representation theory. In this
way the map is uniquely specified upon the choice of j + , j − and k. We can use these maps to
define and parametrise what should represent the geometric subspace of the Spin(4) intertwiner
space by constructing
Z
I=
dg gIEPRL ⊗ gIEPRL ⊗ gIEPRL ⊗ gIEPRL .
Spin(4)

There are some ambiguities that arise in this parametrisation. As pointed out in [75–77], the
SU(2) parametrisation can fail to be injective, and the inner product induced by it differs from
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the natural SO(4) invariant one. These issues can be fixed only at the price of giving up the
matching to the Loop Quantum Gravity Hilbert space.
Another way to think of these injection maps is to consider the generators of Spin(4) and its
SU(2) subgroup, for this it will be convenient to change the basis of the Lie algebra slightly. We
have begun with L± satisfying
±
ijk ±
[L±
i , Lj ] = i Lk ,

−
[L+
i , Lj ] = 0.

The doubling of the left and right data means simply that we choose simultaneous eigenstates
of the two commuting operators n · L± to construct the amplitude. That is, we used coherent
simple bivectors.
Now to bring out the interpretation in terms of representation theory it is convenient to pick
a different basis
1
L±
i = (Li ± Ki ),
2

−
Li = L+
i + Li ,

−
Ki = L+
i − Li ,

in terms of which we have
[Ki , Kj ] = iijk Lk ,

[Ki , Lj ] = iijk Kk ,

[Li , Lj ] = iijk Lk .

We see that the Li are the generators of the diagonal subgroup. The K do not generate
a subgroup but parametrize the coset space of the diagonal subgroup Spin(4)/SU(2)d = S 3 .
The parameter γ relates the highest weight eigenvalues of the generators in the same direction.
To see this consider the action on a coherent bivector for γ < 1
n · L|ni 1 (1+γ)k ⊗ |ni 1 (1−γ)k = k|ni 1 (1+γ)k ⊗ |ni 1 (1−γ)k ,
2

2

2

2

while
n · K|ni 1 (1+γ)k ⊗ |ni 1 (1−γ)k = γk|ni 1 (1+γ)k ⊗ |ni 1 (1−γ)k .
2

2

2

2

That is, on coherent bivectors we have γn · L |bivi = n · K |bivi. This condition can be
seen as a discrete implementation of the constraints C(B), and will be a key ingredient in the
construction in Section 5.
4.1.1

Summary

Putting the above together we arrive at the following possibilities for the Euclidean vertex
amplitudes. The simple doubling and unbalancing with n+ = n− and j + = cγ j − leads to


Z
Y
Y
−1

Av = eiφ
dgc dgc0 
h−nab | ga−1 gb |nba ijab h−nab | g 0 a gb0 |nba icγ jab .
SU(2)10

c=1,...,5

a<b

Here φ is the undetermined phase and sign factor. The doubling with sign and unbalancing with
−n+ = n− and j + = cγ j − leads to


Z
Y
Y
−1

Av = eiφ
dgc dgc0 
h−nab | ga−1 gb |nba ijab hnab | g 0 a gb0 |−nba icγ jab .
SU(2)10

c=1,...,5

a<b

which using h−n| g |−n0 i = hn| g |n0 i takes the form of the model of Freidel and Krasnov [62]


Z
Y
Y
0

Av = eiφ
dgc dgc0 
h−nab | ga−1 gb |nba ijab h−nab | g 0 −1
a gb |nba icγ jab .
SU(2)10

c=1,...,5

a<b
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Finally the representation theoretic model of Engle, Pereira, Rovelli and Livine [57,59,60,91],
defined using IEPRL takes the form




Z
Z
Y
Y
Y


Av = eiφ
dgc dgc0 
dmab 
hmab |nab i(1−cγ )jab
SU(2)10

S 2 20

c=1,...,5

× hmba |nba i(1−cγ )jab

a6=b

a<b

h−mab | ga−1 gb |mba ijab

0
h−mab | g 0 −1
a gb |mba icγ jab ,

which is related to the form most often found in the literature by parametrising with k = (1−cγ )j
instead.
4.1.2

Asymptotics

The geometricity of the amplitudes in the asymptotic regime that was the starting point of our
construction, extends to the evaluation of the action on the critical points. If our boundary
data is the boundary data of a geometric 4-simplex σ 4 the phase is explicitly given by the Regge
action of gravity
 X
SR σ 4 =
Θab |∆ab |.
∆ab

Here ∆ab are the triangles of σ 4 , |∆ab | their areas, and Θab the internal dihedral angle at ∆ab .
On geometric boundary data the asymptotics of all models are of the form:


 12
 
0 c )S (σ 4 )
iλ(±
X
γ
R
2π
e
1 

Av (n, λj) ∼
+O
,
0
λ
N
λ

0
, =±1

where the ± in the exponent, and the N0 depend on the precise model chosen, and SR (σ 4 ) is
the Regge action of the geometric 4-simplex with boundary geometry given by the tetrahedral
outward normals jn.

4.2

Lorentzian

For the Lorentzian theory the geometric constructions above are not immediately available.
The decomposition into left and right sector is complicated by the fact that the Hodge operator
in Lorentzian signature has eigenvalues ±i, thus it has no eigenstates in the real Lie algebra.
Furthermore coherent bivectors are not readily available. However, there still is the equivalent
of the diagonal subgroup. In fact the Lie algebra can be written as
[Ki , Kj ] = ijk Lk ,

[Ki , Lj ] = −ijk Kk ,

[Li , Lj ] = −ijk Lk .

Now the K, the generators of the boosts, still parametrize the coset space of the SU(2)
subgroup generated by L, that is, 3-dimensional hyperbolic space. The condition that the highest
weight eigenvalue of a boost in a particular direction should be proportional to a rotation in the
subgroup can be translated back into a representation theoretic criterion. To see how remember
first that an irreducible representation of SL(2, C) is labeled by two numbers, k and p where k
is half integer and p is real positive. The representation (p, k) decomposes into infinitely many
representations of the SU(2) subgroup as such
M
V (p, k) =
V (k 0 ).
k0 >k
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Therefore we can label coherent SU(2) states in (p, k) through |j, ni. Acting on these states
we can require that n · K should be proportional to n · L. This has a simple solution if we chose
k = j. Then the eigenvalues of K and L in are simply pkj/(j(j + 1)) and j. Thus we can achieve
proportionality by choosing p = γ(j + 1).
This defines an injection map along similar lines as IEPRL in the Euclidean case
Lor
IEPRL
(|nij ) = |j, ni(γ(j+1),j) .

This way of deriving the injection map was first given in [45]. We again have the rule that
the subgroup representation is inserted into the lowest weight representation of the group, the
amplitude is simply given by


Z
Y
Y

dgc 
h−nab , jab | ga−1 gb |nba , jab i(γjab +1,jab ) δ(g5 ).
Av =
SL(2,C)5

c=1,...,5

a<b

This form of the amplitude is very abstract and difficult to calculate with, it can however
be written very explicitly by using the formulation of SL(2, C) representations as functions f (z)
with specific scaling behaviour on z ∈ C2 . A group element g ∈ SL(2, C) acts by gf (z) = f (g † z).
Lor
The formulation was given in [21]. In this language the map IEPRL
takes the simple form
−1−iγ(j+1)−j

Lor
IEPRL
(|nij )(z) = hz|zi 1

hz|nab ij .

2

The inner products are in the SU(2) representations. We see immediately that the transformation behavior under the SU(2) subgroup, which acts unitarily and for which the first term is constant, is indeed as expected. Remarkably the first factor is simply the integration kernel for the
Lorentzian amplitude of Barrett and Crane [18]. Thus we can interpret the Lorentzian amplitude
as combining the geometry of SU(2) coherent states with that of the Barrett–Crane amplitude.

4.3

Holomorphic intertwiners

An important significant extension and refinement of the above construction was developed by
Dupuis and Livine in the series of papers [49–52, 54].
Instead of using the coherent intertwiners of [83] they use a holomorphic version. That is,
instead of our intertwiners ι(n), (6), they construct coherent intertwiners directly from spinors |zi
in C2 . This allows them to also bring in a vast set of tools from the study of the U(N ) action
on SU(2) intertwiners [36, 37, 65, 66].
One particular choice of coherent intertwiner they discus, which they denote ||{zi }i, as it
depends on a set of spinors {zi }, is given by
Z
XO 1
√
ι(zi ) = ||{zi }i =
dg
g|zi i2ji .
2j
!
i
SU(2)
j
i
i

In the papers many other equivalent forms of this intertwiner are given. Note that every
element |zi is an unnormalized coherent state in j = 12 for some n, and that |nij = |ni2j
1 . This
2

state has support in all representations ji . The asymptotic behaviour is now given in terms of
a joint scaling of the |zi i. These intertwiners still retain the geometric interpretation of the n,
with the length square of the spinors |zi i now playing the role of the spins ji .
The construction of a vertex amplitude by contraction in the sense of (5) from this gives
us an alternative formulation of BF theory, and we can again immediately construct a theory
√
with a geometric sector by doubling and identifying zi+ = cγ zi− , which ensures that the length
squares have the same relation as we expect from the ji± . From the asymptotic geometric
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interpretation of the spinors we expect that this corresponds to the construction n+ = n− , and
that n+ = −n− can be achieved by using the antilinear, SU(2) covariant map J that which has
√
the property that J|ni = | − ni. Thus for that case we would have zi+ = J cγ zi− .
While they encode the same asymptotic geometry, these intertwiners arise by implementing
this geometry conditions using constraints that commute, avoiding the construction in terms
of weakly implementing noncommuting constraints we will encounter in Section 5. Note that
this does not neccesarily mean that the resulting quantum theory is different. A further advantage of these intertwiners is that they are holomorphic in the spinors |zi i, and their functional
form is simpler. This allows us to carry computations much further by using spinor techniques,
e.g. [36, 85–87] and references therein. They are in fact closely related to harmonic oscillator
coherent states.

4.4

B-f ield quantization

Another important recent development advocated in [15–17], is to change the perspective on the
quantization of BF theory that we use to one which makes the B-fields explicit.
The way we have been writing down the BF partition function above has been in terms of
states on the group. An alternative is to write it in terms of the quantization of the Lie algebra
directly. This leads to the notion of non-commutative plane waves. The relationship to the
formalism above is established by use of a non-commutative Fourier transform that respects
the group structure [64, 67, 74, 80]. Following [15–17], we can then decompose δ(g) into non
commutative plane waves.
Thus the simplicity constraints can then be implemented on the Lie algebra elements directly.
The simplest way of doing so reproduces the Barrett–Crane model, however a new class of amplitudes that incorporate γ can also be defined. For details we refer the reader to [15]. This has
the advantage that, while in the above the geometric construction only fixes the asymptotics of
the amplitude, here the geometry is manifest, albeit in a non-commutative sense, in the quantum regime as well. The ambiguities in extending to the non-asymptotic regime here are given
explicitly in terms of the quantization map, or choice of non-commutative fourier transform, and
thus appear as genuine quantization ambiguities.

5

Spin foam vertex as a Feynman interaction vertex for GFT

Originally, Reisenberger and Rovelli proposed the spinfoam framework as a technique to define
the covariant dynamics of Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) [97]. Soon after, Markopoulou and
Smolin presented a list of requirements the spinfoam vertex amplitude has to satisfy in order to
provide the causal evolution of spin-network states [88]. In this section we develop this line of
reasoning and present a derivation of the spinfoam vertex amplitude starting from few general
principles, taking the form of the geometricity constraints C(B) of [45] as a key input. The
construction focuses on the interaction of quantum grains of space, and is complementary to the
one described in the previous section. This is most naturally viewed in the context of a field
theory that generates these vertex amplitudes and their gluing into Feynman diagrams. For BF
theory such field theories were defined by Boulatov [38] and Ooguri [90]. The corresponding field
theory for Barrett–Crane was first given in [43], the amplitude for the EPRL-FK type models
we are considering here was first given in [26], for the Baratin–Oriti model it is in [15–17].
In quantum electrodynamics, the Feynman interaction vertex can be determined by identifying the states of the theory (photons and electrons) and requiring that their interaction is local
in spacetime and invariant under Lorentz transformations. The spinfoam vertex amplitudes can
be characterized by the following requirements:
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i. Degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom are those of SU(2) BF. They are interpreted
as quanta of the 3-geometry, as in Loop Quantum Gravity.
ii. Lorentz covariance. These quanta transform under Lorentz transformations covariantly.
They maintain their interpretation as quanta of 3-geometries, but now in an ambient 4dimensional space. It is here that the geometricity constraints enter, by connecting the 3and 4-geometries.
iii. Interaction. These quanta can interact “locally” in the sense of [78]5 changing in number.
Their interaction is invariant under Lorentz transformations.
Let us elaborate on these three points.

5.1

Degrees of freedom: quantum polyhedra

In Loop Quantum Gravity, the state of a quantum grain of space is described by a SU(2)
intertwiner |ii,
X
|ii =
im1 ···mF |j1 , m1 i · · · |jF , mF i.
mf

It can be understood as a quantum polyhedron in 3d Euclidean space R3 , [30]. The vector
~ Its state is |j, mi.
normal to a face of the polyhedron corresponds to the SU(2) generators L.
At the classical level, the normals to the faces of the polyhedron sum to zero. This corresponds
~1 + ··· + L
~ F )|ii = 0 at the quantum level. These are the
to the SU(2)-invariance condition (L
degrees of freedom of the theory.
Note that these quanta do not form a continuous 3-geometry, nor even a cellular decomposition of 3-space. The discrepancy between the space of geometries and the space of polyhedra,
along with constraints to reduce the latter to the former was discussed in [46–48]. For more on
this in this special issue see also [53].

5.2

Lorentz covariance: quantum polyhedra in 4d Minkowski space

As the LQG degrees of freedom don’t naturally have an action of the Lorentz group on them
we need to inject them into representations of the Lorentz group. A quantum polyhedron
transforming covariantly in 4d Minkowski space is obtained by identifying the rotation group
SU(2) with the little group of the the Lorentz group SL(2, C) that leaves invariant a time-like
vector tI . In terms of unitary representations, we have the map (see Appendix A)
Y : |jf , mf i 7→ |(pf , kf ); jf , mf i.
Similarly, for the interwiner we have
X
|Y i i =
im1 ···mF |(p1 , k1 ); j1 , m1 i · · · |(pF , kF ); jF , mF i.
mf

Our task now is to identify the relevant SL(2, C) representation (pf , kf ).
The shape of a 3d Euclidean polyhedron embedded in 4d Minkowski space can be described
using as variables a timelike vector tI and F spacelike vectors AIf satisfying the conditions
tI AIf = 0

(rest frame),

5
As there is no space-time here, the notion of locality is fundamentally different from that of ordinary space
time physics. The meaning of locality in [78] is deeply related to the fact that the theory is formulated on
a 2-complex and not on a higher-dimensional combinatorial object.
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and
X

AIf = 0

(closure).

f

The time-like vector tI identifies the rest frame of the polyhedron. The space-like vectors AIf
describe the 3-normals to the N faces of the polyhedron, their norm being the area of the face.
The fact that, up to rotations and translations, there exists a unique polyhedron with this data
is a consequence of Minkowski theorem [30]. The orientation of a face of the polyhedron in 4d
is described by the bivector ΣIJ
f ,
IJ
K L
ΣIJ
f =  KL Af t .

(10)

I J
J I
I
I
This bivector is simple, meaning that it is of the form ΣIJ
f = e1 e2 − e1 e2 , where e1 and e2 are
two vectors that span the face f . In the following we describe the shape of a polyhedron in
4d using an equivalent set of variables: we use as data the timelike vector tI and a set of F
bivectors ΣIJ
f satisfying the following constraints
I
RfI ≡ tN ΣN
f =0

(rest frame’),

(11)

and
X
f

1
tN N I JK ΣJK
=0
f
2

(closure’).

(12)

The condition (11) codes the rest frame of the polyhedron, (12) the closure condition. The
area-vector is now a derived quantity and given by AIf = tN 12 N I JK ΣJK
f .
The rest-frame condition (11) can be imposed at the quantum level requiring that the following conditions hold
hYγ i0 | R̂fI |Yγ ii = 0 ∀ f

(quantum rest frame)

and smallest dispersion ∆RfI .

These two conditions identify the Hilbert space of quantum polyhedra in 4d Minkowski space,
H = Im Yγ . Notice that the rest frame condition is imposed weakly on this Hilbert space6 . To
IJ
determine Yγ , we need to express the operator Σ̂IJ
f in terms of generators Jf of the Lorentz
group. Here enters the key relation between LQG, BF theory, and the action (2) of general
relativity in terms of constrained B-fields. In LQG, the momentum conjugated to the Ashtekar
~ of SU(2) transformations. Similarly, in quantum
connection acts on states as a generator L
BF theory, the momentum conjugated to the Lorentz connection is the B-field (as can be
read from the action (3)). It acts on states as a generator J IJ of the Lorentz group. Given
these preliminaries, we can now look for a quantum version of the classical relation (4) between
the B IJ and the metric two-form eI ∧ eJ . The proposed quantum version of (4) in terms of the
IJ
operators Σ̂IJ
f and Jf is
1
1
JfIJ = IJ KL Σ̂KL
+ Σ̂IJ
.
f
2
γ f
This expression can be inverted to find Σ̂IJ
f ,


1 IJ
γ
IJ
KL
J
−
γ

J
.
Σ̂IJ
=
KL f
f
f
1 + γ2
2
6

γ
N IJ
K
The commutator of rest-frame operators is [R̂I , R̂J ] = −i 1+γ
+ ÂK ), where ÂI is the area
K (γ R̂
2 tN 

operator. As a result, imposing the rest-frame condition strongly, R̂fI = 0, would require vanishing areas.
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We immediately see that the quantum rest-frame operator is given by

γ
I
KfI − γLIf
R̂fI = tN Σ̂N
f =
2
1+γ
where LI = tN 12 N I JK J JK and K I = tN J N I are the generators of rotations and boosts discussed
in the Appendix A. The requirement that on the Hilbert space H = Im Yγ the matrix elements
of R̂fI vanish coincides with the weak imposition of the linear simplicity constraint
hYγ i0 | KfI − γLIf |Yγ ii = 0

∀f

discussed in [45]. It select representations pf and kf of the form [44, 45]
p = γj

j+1
,
j−r

k = j − r,

wherer is an integer in [0, j]. The dispersion ∆RfI can be computed, and it attains its smallest
value at r = 0. Therefore, the relevant representations are pf = γ(jf + 1), kf = jf , and the
map Yγ is
Yγ |j, mi = |(γ(j + 1), j); j, mi.
Now we look at the geometry described by the area 4-vectors AIf . The area operator is here
a derived quantity

1
γ
ÂIf = tN N I JK Σ̂JK
=
LIf + γKfI
f
2
2
1+γ
and on the rest-frame Hilbert space H = Im Yγ , it reduces to
ÂIf ≈ γLIf ,
and matches with the area operator of LQG.
This completes the description of a quantum polyhedron at rest, |Yγ ii. The state now
transforms covariantly under the appropriate symmetry group,
U(G) |Yγ ii,
where U(G) is the unitary representation of a Lorentz transformation G.

5.3

Interaction

We assume that M quantum polyhedra can decay in N quantum polyhedra via a “local” interaction. The transition amplitude depends linearly on the state of each of the quantum polyhedra,
A:

M
O
e=1

U (Ge ) |Yγ ie i →

M
+N
O

U (Ge ) |Yγ ie i.

e=M +1

We assume that the transition amplitude is invariant under Lorentz transformations applied to
each polyhedron, i.e. it does not depend on Ge . Thus we need to contract it with an invariant.
Locality in the sense of [78] can be expressed as the condition that this invariant is the direct
product of copies of the invariant bilinear form. In the language of [78] this is called simpliciality.
We then obtain interactions of the form
( N
)
Z
N
Y
O
A0 (i1 , . . . , iN ) =
dGe
U (Ge )|Yγ ie i
SL(2,C) e=2

e=1
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where again { } is the contraction with the bilinear invariant form. This defines the transition
amplitude from 0 to N quanta7 . The transition amplitude from M ingoing to N outgoing quanta
can be defined introducing the time-reversal operator as in [29]. It is given by
A(i1 , . . . , iM → iM +1 , . . . , iM +N ) = A0 (T i1 , . . . , T iM , iM +1 , . . . , iM +N ).
The effect of the time-reversal
operators T is to multiply the amplitude A0 (i1 , . . . , iM +N ) by
P0
P
j
f
a spin-dependent sign (−1) f , with the sum 0f restricted to faces f shared by an ingoing
and an outgoing quantum polyhedron.
The construction of the spinfoam amplitude based on the dynamics of LQG naturally respects
its structure. In particular there is no restriction to 4-valent spin-network graph and simplicial
decompositions of the manifold. As a result, it generalizes simplicial spin-foams along the lines
discussed in [75–77] and in [44]. Remarkably, when restricting attention to transition amplitudes
for 5 quantum tetrahedra, the result of this construction coincides with the vertex amplitude of
section 4, the one obtained imposing geometricity on BF theory. In particular, all the results
about the geometricity of the 4-dimensional configuration apply, and the asymptotics of the
amplitude for semiclassical tetrahedra satisfying the Regge geometricity conditions reproduces
the cosine of the Regge action.

6

Discussion and open issues

Spin Foam vertex amplitudes constitute an attempt to code the quantum gravitational dynamics
in an elementary group theoretical object. They provide a 4-dimensional generalization of the
Ponzano–Regge model for 3d quantum gravity [94]. In this paper we have presented two distinct
derivations of the spin foam vertex amplitude.
The first is based on geometricity imposed on quantum BF theory. The advantage of this
formulation is that its geometric content is available from the beginning. It identifies the properties necessary to obtain the Regge action as a phase in the semiclassical limit. It is possible to
do so in such a way to obtain the boundary Hilbert space of LQG restricted to a simplicial graph.
The second construction is an attempt to extract from the construction through constraints
a set of construction principles to determine the dynamics of the LQG degrees of freedom. As
a result, the LQG space of states is a starting point. Lorentz invariance of the interaction and an
analogue of the constraints of the classical theory largely determine the structure of the vertex
amplitude. In this approach, the asymptotic geometry results can be seen as a test for the
analogous constraints chosen.
The geometricity results extend to the actual evaluation of these amplitudes in the asymptotic
regime. There the phase of the various amplitudes described here reduces to the Regge action.
Thus it is reasonable to take these amplitudes as starting points for lattice quantisation of gravitational theories. However, we do not have any geometricity results for arbitrary 2-complexes
and boundary spin networks that are not simplicial. We see that in order for these lattice models
to be compatible with the LQG boundary state space, a number of trade offs have to be made,
the loss of geometricity when going to generic graphs being maybe the most severe one.
Note further that, despite the appearance of the Regge action, the calculations based on these
amplitudes so far do not test the dynamics of the theory. To do so it would be necessary to
study the sum over spins directly. Indeed, initial results in this direction did indicate that the
7

Notice that the integration is over N − 1 copies of SL(2, C). This is enough to make the amplitude invariant
under Lorentz transformations, and an extra integration would simply give the infinite volume of the Lorentz
group [42,58]. In the Euclidean case, the volume of SO(4) is finite and this point can be disregarded.
 In that case
the amplitude can
R be simply written as a contraction of SO(4) intertwiners as A0 (i1 , . . . , iN ) = ⊗e∈v Iγ (ie ) ,
where Iγ (ie ) = dGe U (Ge )|Yγ ie i.
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dynamics might suffer from a flatness problem [31, 71], in the sense that only a discrete set of
curvatures are allowed.
Of particular worry is that next to the geometric sector, the topological SU(2) BF sector
remains in the theory. In the Barrett–Crane model it were these topological solutions that led
to the dominant behaviour of the vertex amplitude [5]8 . Without studying the dynamics of the
theory it remains unclear whether their presence continues to dominate the geometric sector.
An outstanding challenge for the construction of interesting amplitudes is to understand how
to eliminate this sector. This sector does appear already in the classical implementations based
on simplicity constraints [39, 40, 96]. Dittrich and collaborators have given a formulation of
constraints that eliminate the non-geometric sector entirely for discrete classical data in [46–48],
but no good implementation of these constraints in the spin foam formalism is known to date.
A related issue that is shared by the Ponzano–Regge model, too, is that we obtain a sum
over orientations in the asymptotic regime. There have been several attempts to modify the
amplitudes in order to select only one of these sectors, see [55, 56, 81, 82, 101].
Finally, it is necessary to understand what, if any, continuum behaviour arises from the
discretized theory. This remains by far the most ununderstood and important challenge facing
the spin foam approach to quantum gravity. In order to study the large scale, or emergent
behaviour of the theory we need to understand how the vertex amplitude changes under coarse
graining, and be able to define, if possible, effective vertex amplitudes. Initial steps towards
studying what aspects of the vertex amplitude will turn out to be relevant at larger scales have
been undertaken [7–11], but the situation remains highly unclear and an open challenge.
In the context of the group field theory perspective the situation is somewhat better. A class
of field theories, which are however only very loosely related to the spin foam amplitudes considered here, have been shown very recently to be indeed renormalizable [24, 25, 27, 28, 41, 98, 103].
Whether this will extend to models incorporating the geometric flavours we considered here
remains an open question under active consideration. Here it is clear that in both cases the
gluing of the amplitudes, either in a lattice using face amplitudes, or into a Feynman diagram
using propagators, will be equally important to the definition of the vertex itself.
As an attempt to address the problem of quantum gravity, spin foams vertex amplitudes
should thus be understood as elementary building blocks providing a starting point for defining
a theory. From this perspective, they should be evaluated only on the basis of their properties
and on the consequences that follow from them, and the way they address the open issues
discussed above. The value of the heuristic derivations present in the literature and described
in this paper is that they lead to a specific proposal for such building blocks, and can provide
a valuable guide in the process of building a theory of spin foam quantum gravity.

A

Unitary representations of the rotation and the Lorentz group

Unitary representations of the group SU(2) on a Hilbert space V are generated by three hermitian
operators Li , i = 1, 2, 3 obeying the commutation relations9
[Li , Lj ] = iij k Lk .
Irreducible representations V (j) are labeled by an half-integer j = 0, 12 , 1, . . ., the spin, and are
finite-dimensional dim V (j) = 2j + 1. We follow the standard notation and call
|j, mi ∈ V (j)
8
Note though that at least in the Lorentzian amplitudes discussed above this sector appears cleanly separated
from the geometric one.
9
In the following we use also the vector notation ~
x = xi and ~
x·~
y = δij xi y j .
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~ 2 and of a component
an orthonormal basis of simultaneous eigenstates of the Casimir operator L
~
Lz = L · ~z. The eigenvalues are j(j + 1) and m = −j, . . . , +j respectively.
Unitary representations of the group SL(2, C) on a Hilbert space V are infinite-dimensional
and are generated by six hermitian operators10 J IJ = −J JI , I, J = 0, 1, 2, 3. Let us introduce
a unit time-like vector tI , and define the generator of Lorentz transformations that leave tI
invariant (rotations) as
1
LI = I JKL J JK tL ,
2
and the generator of boosts of tI as
K I = J IJ tJ .
Notice that tI LI = tI K I = 0 so that, in coordinates such that tI = (1, 0, 0, 0), we have LI =
(0, Li ) and K I = (0, K i ). These generators of SL(2, C) obey the following commutation relations
[Li , Lj ] = +iij k Lk ,

[Li , K j ] = +iij k K k ,

[K i , K j ] = −iij k Lk .

Unitary irreducible representations V (p,j) of SL(2, C) (the principal series, [102]) are labeled
by a real number p and a half-integer j. As SU(2) is a subgroup of SL(2, C), they are also
unitary representations of SU(2), but reducible. In particular they decompose into irreducible
representations as follows
V (p,j) = V (j) ⊕ V (j+1) ⊕ V (j+2) ⊕ · · · .

(13)

In V (p,j) , the two invariant Casimir operators C1 and C2 have eigenvalue
1
~2−L
~ 2 = p2 − j 2 + 1,
C1 = JIJ J IJ = K
2

1
~ ·L
~ = pj.
C2 = IJKL J IJ J KL = K
8

We denote by
|(p, j); j 0 , mi ∈ V (p,j)
~ 2 and Lz = LI zI , with
with j 0 ≥ j an orthonormal basis of simultaneous eigenstates of L
I
t zI = 0.
The groups SU(2) and SL(2, C) are respectively the double cover of the rotation group SO(3)
and of the part of the Lorentz group connected to the identity, SO↑ (3, 1). In the text, we refer
loosely to them as the rotation and the Lorentz group.
The decomposition (13) allows to identify the vector |j 0 mi that transforms under the representation j 0 of the rotation group with the vector |(p, j); j 0 , mi that transforms in the representation j 0 of the little group of the Lorentz group that leaves the time-like vector tI invariant. In
spinfoams, the map Yγ that identifies the representation V (j) of SU(2) with the lowest-spin block
in the decomposition (13) plays a special role. More explicitly, calling γ the ratio between p
and j + 1, the map is defined by
Yγ : V (j) → V (γ(j+1),j) ,

|j, mi 7→ |(γ(j + 1), j); j, mi.

This map has the following notable property: it identifies a Hilbert space Vγ = Im Yγ where the
matrix elements of the operator K i − γLi vanish,
h(γ(j + 1), j); j, m0 | K i − γLi |(γ(j + 1), j); j, m00 i = 0.
This is the linear simplicity constraint discussed in Section 5.
10

(

In the following, ηIJ is the Minkowski metric with signature − + ++, and IJKL the Levi-Civita tensor
= +1).

0123
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